upCycled art projects
with Nancy Judd
artist, environmental educator and teaching artist

PAPER FLOWERS

Learn about the anatomy of a flower and how to transform paper bags into specific flowers.

SESSION LENGTH: 1-3 hours
(your choice)

ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS:
Biology, Visual Arts, Math

The Parts of the Flower

petal
pistil
stamen
leaf
sepal

MATERIALS NEEDED:
♦ 2 paper bags— for flowers
♦ Magazines or junk mail— to accents flowers
♦ Scrap paper— for observational drawing

TOOLS NEEDED:
♦ Pencil
♦ Ruler
♦ Stapler
♦ Tape
♦ Scissors
♦ White School glue (if you don’t have it you can make [DYI glue.])
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